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Fintech is the combination of the words of finance and technology. It is literally understood as the application of

technology in the financial field. As the financial innovation brought by technology, Fintech can change traditional financial

markets, financial institutions and financial services, and create emerging business models, applications, processes, and

products.
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1. Fintech Advancement and Financial Risk

Financial risk is a term used to describe possible exposure to monetary loss in financial transactions and further financial

institutions’ failure to pay off debts . Financial risk has four types, including market risk, operational risk, liquidity risk,

and credit risk. Market risk occurs when the company encounters an unpredictable loss of equity market, commodity

prices, interest rates, and credit spreads . Operational risk is caused by mistakes, damages, or interruptions to the

operating process . Liquidity risk is the inability of banks to access cash for funding obligations . Credit risk occurs

when borrowers and counterparties fail to meet contractual obligations . Possible risks in the banking system include

systematic risk and unsystematic risk . The systematic risk is inherent to the overall market, reflecting the effect of

economic, financial, and geopolitical factors, such as interest rate risk, governance risk, market risk, macroeconomic risk,

etc., that cannot be avoided , whereas the unsystematic risk is associated with specific entities or sectors, such as

operational risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, regulatory risk, etc., which can be mitigated by diversification .

Early research on fintech suggests that fintech innovation will exacerbate the original information asymmetry problem ,

thereby increasing the probability of financial risks in the market . As fintech is introduced into the financial field, the

structure of financial industry becomes highly complex, with traditional banking system, stocks market, and insurance,

plus various financial technology companies providing digital currencies, online payment systems, investments, online

loans, etc. . Bats and Houben  stated that the financial structure can affect financial risk. The emergence of fintech has

allowed many technology companies to enter the financial market, thus introducing competition to the financial market .

The newly added competitors can, on the one hand, help increase financial stability by encouraging innovations,

diversifying products, and increasing efficiency . On the other hand, they can also cause more fragility in the market and

increase profits for traditional commercial banks .

The growing innovation of fintech companies without proper regulations also amplifies the volatility, contagion, and

procyclicality of the financial market. For example, the use of fintech for algorithmic trading in the stock market can

magnify the negative consequences, produce information asymmetry, and possibly become a source of contagion in the

financial system . The online trading platform with fintech can amplify swings in asset prices and increase the

procyclicality in the market . The third-party payment platform provides an optimized funds transfer process which

increases the volatility of the banking system as its cost of capitals are influenced. Without proper regulatory body or

supervision, the technology company using fintech to conduct financial activities may not be able or may not be willing to

price default risk accurately, resulting in high-risk decisions and excessive financial risks . Third-party service providers

of fintech have sometimes bypassed the market regulations, posing additional risks to the financial system .

In addition, the insurance sector uses fintech to collect a huge amount of personal information and calculate the risk more

precisely with an algorithm model . The insurance services provided to the clients are designed and adjusted according

to the best of company and personal interest. While the enhanced monitoring program innovated by fintech can provide

updated information about clients for insurance companies, fintech also has negative effects in the insurance sector, such

as the privacy risk, emerging technological risk, etc.  The investment sector, such as foreign exchange trading, may also

be affected by fintech through decentralization and digitalization. The stock market or trading system can be affected by

fintech through high-frequency trading and e-trading . Fintech has eased the traditional trading complexity, increased the

transparency of transactions, and reduced the services fees, which improve trading efficiency and reduce the potential
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operational risk, but if the use of cryptocurrency in foreign exchange has been widely accepted, it will influence the

currency rate in the market, affecting commerce business and generating systemic risks ; the high-frequency trading in

the stock market may also result in new technological risk and monopoly risk ; decentralization in the trading system

with fintech may induce money laundering behaviors, resulting in regulatory and compliance risks .

2. Systemically Important Banks

A systemically important commercial bank is a financial institution that, due to its size, complexity and interconnectedness,

would cause significant disruption to the financial system and economy if it encountered a financial crisis . The

regulatory requirements of systemically important commercial banks were brought up by the financial crisis in 2008. In

order to solve the problem of “too big to fail” for such institutions, the regulatory policy of systemically important banks is

proposed with international regulatory bodies.

The Financial Stability Board released the regulatory framework for Global Systemically Important Financial Institutions

(G-SIFI) in 2011. Based on this, the People’s Bank of China and the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory

Commission jointly developed and released the “Systemically Important Bank Evaluation Method” and “Additional

Regulatory Provisions” in 2020 . According to these regulations, there are 19 systemically important banks in China, all

of which are large commercial banks.

The systemically important banks are highly intercorrelated with other financial institutions, so their stable operation is

associated with the stability of the entire financial system . Being a systemically important bank means that the

institution has a higher market influence and more responsibility for preventing potential financial risks. Therefore, higher

capital and leverage ratio requirements are conducive to improving loss-absorbing capacity. Reasonable risk defense,

recovery, and manageable plans are conducive to solving and preventing potential problems during operation . These

requirements are useful in promoting the stable operation and development of systemically important banks, and the

increasing adoption of fintech in the systemically important banks will affect these requirements. Therefore, examining the

impact of fintech development on these systemically important commercial banks are thus crucial for a nation’s economic

growth and stability .

3. Financial Risk of Commercial Banks in the Early Stage of Fintech
Development

In the early stage of fintech development, when the financial regulatory environment is relatively loose, the emerging of

various deposit and loan platforms has weakened the intermediary role of traditional commercial banks, diverted

commercial banks’ deposit and loan business, and intensified the market competition . The advantages of online

financial business are that they have a low entry threshold, a simplified approval process, a fast loan speed, and a low

transaction cost . Online financial business has created a new channel of market financing, and its disintermediation

characteristic is often favored by original retail loan customers, so it often leads to more competition in the banking

industry .

In payment and settlement services, previous businesses are dominated by commercial banks. Fintech companies have

launched third-party payment platforms based on their technological advantages to provide customers with a faster, lower

cost and diversified payment systems, including mobile wallets, peer-to-peer payments, remittance, and foreign exchange

transactions . The payment system transcends the limitations of space and time and exempts payment fees, transfer

fees, and other transaction fees. User experiences have been greatly improved and the convenience is well received and

favored by the public. Thus, fintech-based businesses have challenged the long-term dominant role of commercial banks

in the deposit business . In the field of wealth management, traditional commercial banks have considerable

experience and high security, but also have huge limitations . For example, commercial banks prefer to serve clients

with a high value of wealth, and clients with a low value of wealth have been largely neglected. The traditional commercial

banks also have restrictions in terms of product benefits, flexibility, and convenience, but fintech companies are capable of

launching wealth management products that meet all clients’ individual needs using data collections and big data analysis

.

Overall, fintech has penetrated the traditional territories that are often dominated by commercial banks . Traditional

commercial banks will have to employ high-risk services or behaviors to re-attract clients . Considering the huge loss in

business profits caused by fintech-based companies, commercial banks will also have to increase their risk tolerance and

choose higher risk behaviors in order to maintain a reasonable profit level, such as lowering loan requirements and

increasing loan services to high-risk clients like small enterprises and individuals . In addition, as the credit market of
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traditional commercial banks is also facing the competition from fintech companies, they will have to apply new technology

to expand business boundaries, which will bring up hidden financial risks. Although commercial banks may achieve a

comparable interest income through expanded services, the potential risks of commercial banks have often been greatly

increased .

4. Financial Risks in the Middle and Late Stages of Fintech Development

Along with the fast development of fintech, more advanced technologies have appeared. The innovation and adoption of

fintech in commercial banks are also significantly improved . The scope of involved businesses is expanding, such as

fintech-based consumer finance, robot-advisory, risk control, etc. Furthermore, the highly risky P2P online lending platform

has been regulated due to concerns about crisis and supervision issues, which has alleviated the impact of fintech on

commercial banks and brought positive changes to the financial sector .

The first benefit associated with fintech advancement is reduced customer acquisition costs . Traditional commercial

banks have been acquiring customers and operating at relatively high costs for a long time, while the emerging of fintech

has reduced customer acquisition and operational costs, increased profit margins for commercial banks, and reduced the

high-risk preference decisions. Moreover, brick and mortar branch services often require a lot of human resources with

uneven qualities of customer service, which affects the efficiency of business process and is not favorable for banks to

explore potential customers . With the deep integration of fintech, commercial banks have transformed branches into

digital, intelligent, and mobile services. Technology such as big data and artificial intelligence have been widely used to

develop financial platforms and products, including mobile banking, online banking, flexible wealth management, funds

transfers and transactions, utility payment, salary services, smart community, and other high-quality services. Customers

do not need to spend a lot of time queuing for services as the quality and efficiency of financial services are improved 

. Fintech can also facilitate scenario-based customer acquisition channels. Additionally, commercial banks can use

fintech to achieve precise market delivery with big data to analyze customer needs, design targeted products and

services, and deliver them to the target customer groups at a relatively low cost, which helps achieve quantitative

customer acquisition and improve commercial banks’ operational efficiency .

The second benefit associated with fintech advancement is reduced operating costs. Using fintech like blockchain

technology can establish standardized and intelligent business operation processes, simplify traditional complicated

procedures, create a standardized business model, and reduce the cost of each node in the entire operation line .

Promoting product innovation based on big data can reduce the costs of human resources and the time required for user

surveys, can efficiently analyze and explain product features and match services with the targets, and reduce collection

costs, information query costs, and business innovation costs . Using AI technology can promote smart offline branches

and basic services such as bank card applications, funds transfer and remittance, deposits and withdrawals . At the

same time, AI customer service and robot advisors can replace branch staff to reduce the human resource costs. In

addition, fintech can be applied to capital management, budget management, and pricing management to reduce the

operational costs of commercial banks .

The third benefit associated with fintech advancement is improved risk management . Commercial banks with

fintech can use big data and cloud computing to deeply explore customer information and analyze the value of potential

customers, and then use artificial intelligence and other technologies to build intelligent analysis models for risk

management . Consequently, commercial banks are able to evaluate the credit status of each customer, predict their

risk levels, alleviate the effect of information asymmetry between the borrower and the lender, and reduce banks’ financial

risks . Fintech can also build a more reliable risk monitoring and warning system for commercial banks to greatly reduce

data acquisition and process time, instantly monitor risk changes, promote data sharing and inter-departmental

collaboration, and conduct comprehensive and timely risk assessment  (please see Figure 1 for the illustrated impact of

fintech at different stages).
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Figure 1. The Proposed Impact of Fintech Advancement on Financial Risks.
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